[Overview of Staphylococcus aureus mobile genetic elements and horizontal gene transfer of antimicrobial resistance genes].
The mechanism of antimicrobial resistance transmission mediated by mobile genetic elements (MGEs) in Staphylococcus aureus is highly complicated, leading a significant challenge for controlling the spread of the resistant Staphylococcus aureus strains. Based on the latest literature acquired in this work, we have overviewed the transmission mechanism of antimicrobial resistance encoding MGEs. It is notably that there are a number of MGEs, which may encode different antimicrobial resistance determinants and possess specific transmission mechanism. In spite of this specificity of the strains to their host (human or animal), some Staphylococcus aureus strains can be transmitted from animals to humans or vice versa. This ability of cross staphylococci transfer is an additional means to acquire new genetic material encoded by MGE. It was suggested in this review that study on transmission mechanism of MGEs mediated antimicrobial resistance genes could provide important biological information of their spreading and effectively help prevent and control of the resistant strains and/or resistance genes among human, animals and ecologies.